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1.0 Introduction

This report will instruct others on how to use OpenOffice Calc, to plot timings for future cs 
classes, specifically talking about using java, but is similar for all languages. The algorithms that will 
be timed for my examples, are binary search and linear search, both using arrays to store and search for 
data.

2.0 Algorithm review

Binary search, takes an array and splits it into two parts, looks at the middle of those two arrays 
to compare the value at that location in the array with the value it is looking for. If the value it found in 
the data array is higher than the data it is looking for, it will look in the first half of the array. If the data 
it found is less than the data it is looking for then  it will look in the second half of the array, and if the 
data it found matches the data it is looking for it will return that data, and this pattern will continue 
until the data is found or it cant search any more. As one can see a Binary search must be performed on 
an ordered array. The pseudo code for the binary search algorithm is as follows,

algorithm BinarySearch(array[] a, k key,int low, int high)
//is pseudo code for a recursive binary search algorithm

//input: an ordered array of n elements,k key is the value to search for, int low is the starting of the 
array, int high is the ending of the array

//Output: an element of the array

if low > high  then return not found signal
else

 int midpoint --> (low +high)/2 
if dataAtArray[midpoint] equals key then return key 

 
  else if  dataAtArray[midpoint] > key then

call BinarySearch(a, key, low, mid-1)
else  call BinarySearch(a,key, mid+1,high)

LinearSearch, simply runs through a list or array checking each and every value, comparing it 
with the value it is searching for. As the name in plies the timing of the algorithm is linear, so is best 
used when the item it is looking for is located at near the beginning of the list. 

Algorithm LinearSearch(array[] a, k key)
// a forward iteration of linear search



//input: an ordered/unordered  list or array, k key the element to look for
//output: the element that it was searching for, or a signal that it was not found

for each item in the list or array do
if itemInList equals key then return key
else move down the list

return not found signal to the user
2.1 Cost of algorithms

The cost of the two algorithms can be summarized in the following table:

Binary Search Algorithm LinearSearch Algorithm

Worst cost O(logn) O(n)

Expected cost O(logn) O(n/2)

The Binary search algorithm cuts the array in half (n/2) every time it moves into the algorithm, 
or in other words every step changes the size of the array its looking at by (n/2)^t where t is the number 
of rounds until it found the element its looking for or until there is nothing to search for.

The linear search must look at every elements in the array/list until it runs out of things to find 
or it finds the element that it was looking for, which on average is located in the middle of the list (n/2)

3.0 Timing in java

To time methods, in java we can us the following lines of code,

long  startTime = 0, endTime = 0;
double  averageTime=0; //this is where we’ll save the time of the algorithm
int samples = 0; //this is the number of times that the code will run, 

allowing us to get an average

System.gc(); //stops the garbage collector from collecting waste, if this 
isnt done it may run in the background messing up the timings

startTime=System.nanoTime(); //gets the time in nano seconds

do{

//-----ENTER ALGORITHM TEST CODE HERE------\\\
 samples++; //increase samples taken
 endTime = System.nanoTime();

}while(endTime -startTime < 500000000);// this will run the code for .5 
seconds

averageTime = (endTime - startTime) / samples;

3.1 Printing data output for .csv files.

Comma separated (.csv) files are the easiest for any database program to work with. The format 



is that every colum is separated by a comma, and every row is a new line character. For example:

this, is, how
the, csv, is ,read, in

when imported into the database is arranged as:
this is how

the csv is read in
 

3.2 Java output csv code for timing

First one must be identified how the data should be arranged. For timings, it is best to have n, 
the number of elements, in one column, and in the second column the time it took to search those n 
elements. The java code is as follows,

//to make this code print multiple samples put it into a loop and change the size every time through.
System.out.println(“n number of elements, t in milliseconds”);
//----timing code for n samples goes here-----///
System.out.println(“”+n + “,” + averageTime);

3.3 Java file output

In order to use the timings that the program will accumulate, it has to be saved some how. The 
easiest way is to run a small number of tests, copy the output, save into a text file with .csv ending. The 
better way is to have java write out a .csv file. 

When writing to a file in the following code, the write() method will write what ever it is told 
to. In other words if one needs a new line, a new line character “\n” must be in the string as one can see 
in the example code below,

import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class FileWriter {

/** Requires two arguments - the file name, and the encoding to use.  */
  public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException {
    String fileName= "output.txt";//change this for where you want your file
    Writer out = new OutputStreamWriter(new FileOutputStream(fileName));
    

    //-----ENTER ALGORITHM TEST CODE HERE------\\\
    

    out.write("this is my file \n");//this is calling our write function 
passing a string to print out

    out.close();
    
  }



  
}

3.4 putting it all together

To summarize, all the code that is needed to time the function, format printing the csv file, and 
write it to a text .csv file are given below.

import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class FileWriter {

/** Requires two arguments - the file name, and the encoding to use.  */
public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException {

String fileName= "output.txt";//file to write to
Writer out = new OutputStreamWriter(new FileOutputStream(fileName));

/*Code for setting up the timings*/
long  startTime = 0, endTime = 0;
double averageTime=0; //this is where we’ll save the time of the 

algorithm
int samples = 0; //this is the number of times that the code will run
System.gc(); //stops the garbage collector from collecting waste

out.write("n,"+"averageTime\n");//this is the title of our output

do{

//-----ENTER ALGORITHM TEST CODE HERE------\\\

samples++; //increase samples taken
endTime = System.nanoTime();

}while(endTime -startTime < 500000000);// this will run the code for .5 
seconds

averageTime = (endTime - startTime) / samples;

out.write(""+samples+","+averageTime +"\n");//properly formatted output 
for .csv file

out.write("this is my file \n");//this is calling our write function 
passing a string to print out

out.close();

}

}



3.5 Binary and linear search timings Data example

To compile this data, I will create an ordered array, using a for loop. Each element of the array 
will increment by two more than the last element starting at 1. Every round I will enlarge the array by a 
factor of 2, rebuild the array with the same data plus the extra data to fill it up, and test it. For the key I 
will take the last value of the array, so the time will increase as the array does. The for loop will look 
similar to the following,

int n;//the number of elements in the array
int []Array = new int[n];
Array[0]=1;//set first position to 1
for(int i=1;i<n;i++){

Array[i] = Array[i-1] +2;//building array
}

The results from the timings are:

Binary Search Data Linear Search Data

n AverageTime n averageTime

20 81 20 77

40 84 40 86

80 82 80 111

168 85 168 151

320 88 320 230

640 92 640 387

1280 94 1280 705

2560 99 2560 1330

5120 101 5120 2628

10240 105 10240 5119



4.0 Opening .csv file in openOffice

To open the file in open office, one can either open OpenOffice.org then click “file” and once 
the menu drops down click on “open”, and find the .csv file, or one can open a .csv file by locating the 
file and right click it, then select “open with...”, and choose OpenOffice.org. Using the ¨open with¨ 
method should look similar to the following window (the picture was taken in Fedora, but other 
operating systems have a similar look):

Either method of opening the data will bring up the text import window, from OpenOffice.  One 
should make sure that his/her window looks like the following image.  Under the “separated by” make 
sure the “comma” box is checked and all others are unchecked then press “ok”



After passing the “text import screen”, one should see a screen that looks like:



4.1 Plotting the Data

To plot data in OpenOffice, open ¨OpenOffice Calc¨ (skip if already opened) and click on 
“insert” then click on “Chart...”

The next window that will appear is called  “Chart Wizard“. On the first page, make sure  the 
option“XY scatter“ is selected, which is located under the “Choose a chart type”.  On the right side of 
the screen make sure  “lines only” is selected, as in the photo below then press “Next” to go to the next 
screen.

 



4.12 Chart wizard step 2 Data Range

For step two, check the circle for “Data Series in columns”, then place a check mark in the box 
for “First Row as label”.   Click the “select data range” button just right of the input box, and click the 
“select data to plot¨ button, as shown in the next two pictures. After the data is selected press “Next” to 
continue to step “3. Data Series”, where one can choose values for the x and y axis.



 4.13 Chart wizard step 3 Data Series
The 3rd step in the Chart Wizard is  called “Data Series”.  The window should look similar to:

The name in “Data series”  will identify the data, while the corresponding section called “Data 
Ranges” is what data will be plotted. The “Name” is the identifies the line, the “Y-values” are the 
points on the Y axis that will be plotted, and the “X-values” are the points on the X axis to be plotted. 
By clicking on the “Name “ or “Y-values” the input box below will change to adjust for your selection. 
Click on the button just right of the input box to select a value for your choice from the data. The “Data 
Labels” input box is the values for the points to be printed on the graph.

For this example, under the “Data Ranges” section click “Name” then click on the button to the 
right of the input box titled “Range for Name”, so that the name of the line can be selected as in the 
following image,



Back in the “Chart Wizard” window under the “Data Ranges”, click on the “X-values” then 
click on the button to the right of the input text box that is titled “Range for X-values” to select all the 
points that will be plotted on the X axis. For timings, the average time should be the X axis values. The 
steps are shown in the following two images.



Now do the same for the Y-Values,

Finally the last option in the “Data series” section in the “Chart Wizard” is the “Categories”, 
which does not appear to have any effect on this type of graph, so it should be left blank,

 4.14 Chart wizard step 4 Chart Elements

The fourth step, Data Elements, allows one to enter the Title of the graph,  subtitle (located just 
below the title), label for the X and Y axis, and options to display legend (which identifies each line ), 
and grids that can be turned on and off. For this example set up the Data Elements window as follows 
and click the “finish”  button.



 4.15 Customize the chart axis

Once out of the Chart wizard, one should notice that the x values are not on the x axis grid 
labels. It appears that OpenOffice uses the data it is given and will plot the line from it with a certain 
value for the intervals between the x grid. The graphs with the default settings can be seen in section 
3.15 of this tutorial. To change the values to be printed on the grid right click on the graph's axis to edit 
and select “Format Axis” then a window will appear.  From here one can modify how the axis' grid 
labels will appear.  It is normally best to leave these the default values, so they will not be described 
here. The next two photos show the steps to get to the “format axis” window if one chooses to 
experiment with it.



 4.16 Final Graphs

To use the graph deselect it, by clicking anywhere in the database then one can move the graph 
or any other manipulations that are needed. To copy the graph right click it, and click on “copy” then 
paste it to where it needs to go like a word document, as I did here.

As one can see the binary search is lgn, and the linear search is linear with the size of the array.
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Appendix A  Java Source Code

import java.io.IOException;

public class TimingsMain {
public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException {

FileWriter timings = new FileWriter();
timings.start();

}
}

import java.io.*;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class FileWriter {
int rounds=10; // the number of times the code will execute
int current=0;
int n;
int[] Array = new int[100000];

public void start() throws IOException {
String fileName= "output.csv";//file to write to
Writer out = new OutputStreamWriter(new FileOutputStream(fileName));

/*Code for setting up the timings*/
//long  startTime = 0, endTime = 0;
double averageTime=0; //this is where we’ll save the time of the 

algorithm

System.gc(); //stops the garbage collector from collecting waste

System.out.println("n number of elements, t in milliseconds");

 rounds=10; // the number of times the code will execute
 current=0;
 
out.write("Binary Search Data\n");//this is the title of our output
out.write("samples,"+"averageTime\n");//this is the title of our output

n=10;
while(current < rounds){

n=n*2;
System.out.println("n is: "+n);
Array = new int[n];
Array[0]=1;//set first position to 1
for(int i=1;i<n;i++){

Array[i] = Array[i-1] +2;

}

averageTime=AverageTimeBinarySearch(Array,n,Array[n-1]);



out.write(""+n+","+averageTime +"\n");//properly formatted output 
for .csv file

current++;
}
current =0;
n=10;
out.write("\n");
out.write("Linear Search Data\n");//this is the title of our output
out.write("samples,"+"averageTime\n");//this is the title of our output
while(current < rounds){

n=n*2;
System.out.println("n is: "+n);
Array = new int[n];
Array[0]=1;//set first position to 1
for(int i=1;i<n;i++){

Array[i] = Array[i-1] +2;

}

averageTime=AverageTimeLinearSearch(Array,n,Array[n-1]);

out.write(""+n+","+averageTime +"\n");//properly formatted output 
for .csv file

current++;
}

out.close();

}
public double AverageTimeBinarySearch(int [] Array, int n,int key){//n is 

how long the array is

/*Code for setting up the timings*/
long  startTime = 0, endTime = 0;
double averageTime=0; //this is where we’ll save the time of the 

algorithm
int samples = 0; //this is the number of times that the code will run
System.gc(); //stops the garbage collector from collecting waste
startTime = System.nanoTime();

do{//this will run the binary search

//-----ENTER ALGORITHM TEST CODE HERE------\\\
binsearch(Array, key, 0, n);

samples++; //increase samples taken
endTime = System.nanoTime();

}while(endTime -startTime < 500000000);// this will run the code for .5 
seconds

averageTime = (endTime - startTime) / samples;
return averageTime;

}

public double AverageTimeLinearSearch(int [] Array, int n,int key){//n is 



how long the array is

/*Code for setting up the timings*/
long  startTime = 0, endTime = 0;
double averageTime=0; //this is where we’ll save the time of the 

algorithm
int samples = 0; //this is the number of times that the code will run
System.gc(); //stops the garbage collector from collecting waste

startTime = System.nanoTime();
do{//this will run the binary search

//-----ENTER ALGORITHM TEST CODE HERE------\\\
linsearch(Array, n,key);

samples++; //increase samples taken
endTime = System.nanoTime();

}while(endTime -startTime < 500000000);// this will run the code for .5 
seconds

averageTime = (endTime - startTime) / samples;
return averageTime;

}
public int linsearch(int[] d, int n,int key){

for(int i=0;i<n;i++){
if(d[i]==key){

return d[i];
}

}
return -1;

}

public int binsearch(int[] d, int key, int low, int high){
if(low>high){

return -1;
}else{

int mid = (low+high)/2;
if(d[mid]==key){

return d[mid];
}else if(d[mid] > key){//key > e.getkey

return binsearch(d,key,low,mid-1);//just ot make this happy
}else{

return binsearch(d,key,mid+1,high);

}
}

}

}


